Customer Testimonial
Name/Business/Title: Yoder”s Lawn Care
Address: 520 S. Spruce Street, Arthur, IL 61911
Size of company/what type of mowers do you currently use, and how many? Small company using
Exmark ZTR.
Years in business 20 years.
Permission to use as testimonial. Yes
What is your opinion of the Vulcher? You install it one time and you have a Mulching machine. It has
been much easier, and I’ve spent less time than with a different mulching kit. All you have to do is pull
the lever, and you have the ability to set the degree of mulching you need for the situation you are in, or
will encounter.
How many Vulcher’s do you use? One at this time, getting ready to expand shortly.
What models do you use? Have used manual but, I like remote model the best.
Why do you use the Vulcher? Saves time, keeps area cleaner, saves labor, bagging not needed.
Describe how you use the Vulcher?
What features appeals to you the most about Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher?
1) Safety
2) Time and labor saved.
3) Keeps quality of cut.
How often do you use your Vulcher? 70% of the time. What features do you use the most?
Your view of where this technology fits into the future of this industry. I would not cut with grass out it.
It is a green product. It will add nutrients to the grass and cut down on waste going into our dumps.
Are operating costs of your business important to you? Helps make extra profits.
If this was original equipment on a mower you were considering to purchase, would it help you decide?
Yes most definitely
How long have you used Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher? 10 years . Do they live up to their claims? Yes.
Would you recommend our product to others? Yes most definitely
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Customer Testimonial
Name/ Business/ Title: Danny's Lawn Service
4625 Kelley Gap Rd
Greeneville, TN 37743
Danny Cutshaw owner
We are a small "Mom and Pop" company like most Lawn care providers. We use 2 Exmark Lazers and a
Lesco walk behind ( which we will replace with a Exmark this spring)
We started our business in 1998. It consist of myself, my son, and sometimes my wife helps. We at times
hire part time help when needed
You have my permission to use this testimonial
The Vulcher has been a very usefull tool in our business
We have 2 Vulcher's at this time.
We have one manuel on the walk behind and one operator controlled on the Lazer
We use both mulchers in close places along landscapes, walks, close to buildings and around parking lots
and vehicles. It also is very helpfull when around high traffic areas and along streets and highways. Also
we have a Hospital complex with a heavy pedestrian traffic. It also elimates the need to bag in tight places
in most cases.
The ability to adjust the vulcher is a great asset. You can use it to mulch and you can use it to keep
clippings from being blown so far. You can adjust it to the best position as needed.
We use the Vulcher every day that we mow. Because of the ability to adjust the vulcher we use it in most
all situations when we need to controll the discharge.
As the vulcher evolves it will become a product that most people will find to be a must have.
Operating cost are very important to every company. When you can find a product that can cut down on
your operating cost it means savings for both you and your customer.
This will be our third year useing the Vulcher Mulcher and so far have met our expectations and more
I would highly recommend that you try the Vulcher Mulcher and as I have found it will save you TIME and
MONEY!
Danny Cutshaw
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Customer Testimonial
Name/Business/Title Steve Santor , Santors Lawn care
Address: 9 Dishley/Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
Size of company/what type of mowers do you currently use, and how many? small
Years in business 20yrs.
Permission to use as testimonial. yes
What is your opinion of the Vulcher? We love it. How many Vulcher’s do you use, 3 units
What models do you use? Manual and remote.
Why do you use the Vulcher? Mainly leaves, residential yards, and for the safety.
Describe how you use the Vulcher? all the time
What features appeals to you the most about Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher?
1) Safety
2) leaves
3) Blowing clippings around pools and beds.
How often do you use your Vulcher? All the time. What features do you use the most? The flexibility of
it and the fact that I can also use it with my collection device.
Your view of where this technology fits into the future of this industry. Imporant.
Are operating costs of your business important to you? Yes, Vulcher improves your bottom line.
If this was original equipment on a mower you were considering to purchase, would it help you decide?
Yes
How long have you used Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher? Do they live up to their claims? 3 years and it
does live up to its claims.
Would you recommend our product to others? yes

Customer Testimonial
Name/Business/Title: Michael Swengel, Mike’s Lawn Care, Owner
Address: 3255 Timber Walk Circle, Loganville, GA, 30052
Size of company/what type of mowers do you currently use, and how many?
Last year I had about 10 yards a week. I have two mowers. One is a 61’ ferris, and the other has a 44’ cut
gravely zero turn.
Years in business: I have been doing this for about seven years.
Permission to use as testimonial. Yes
What is your opinion of the Vulcher
Instead of grass shoots, I think the Vulcher brings a lot of safety with it. Also it make your grass
healthier by mulching the grass and returning it for the grass’ nutrients.
How many Vulcher’s do you use? I currently use two Vulchers.
What models do you use? Both have remotes on them.
Why do you use the Vulcher? I use the Vulcher for the safety of people and a more efficient way of
cutting grass.
Describe how you use the Vulcher. To start off with, I use the vulchers on all of my mowers. I use the
Vulcher for safety, and to mulch up the access grass that is not mulched up enough.
What features appeals to you the most about Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher?
1) Safety.
2) Ability to adjust.
3) It makes mowing more efficient.
How often do you use your Vulcher? Always What features do you use the most? The ability to adjust
the Vulcher “on-the-fly”
Your view of where this technology fits into the future of this industry. This technology will make
mowing more efficient and safer to use around people and fragile objects.
Are operating costs of your business important to you? Yes

If this was original equipment on a mower you were considering to purchase, would it help you decide?
Yes
How long have you used Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher? Seven Years
Do they live up to their claims? Yes
Would you recommend our product to others? Yes

Customer Testimonial
Name/Business/Title Raul Torres, C & R Landscape (owner)
Address 6331 SW 188 ave. Southwest Ranches FL. 33332
Size of company/what type of mowers do you currently use, and how many? Two crews (6 guys)
2 scags STHM 61, 3 Ferris 5100 IS, 1 scag 36 hydro walk behind and 1 sentar 52 zero turn.
Years in business – 21 years in business
Permission to use as testimonial. Yes
What is your opinion of the Vulcher? It is a great tool, saves you time, money and problems.
Time- No clean ups in your flour beds, sidewalks, driveways from debri coming out of your shut.
Money –
You’re properties get cut and finished faster , because you’re not spending man hours blowing and
cleaning up from what the machines threw in your beds, patios and driveways.
ProblemsI have several commercial accounts and debris from the shuts have broken several car windows, sliding
glass doors in homes and have hit people causing many problems that I know don’t have to worry about.
The Vulcher gives me peace of mind when my crews go out to the work sites.

How many Vulcher’s do you use? Seven
What models do you use? Vulcher 2
Why do you use the Vulcher? Time, Safety and productivity
Describe how you use the Vulcher? To keep debris from entering the beds, driveways and walkways.
What features appeals to you the most about Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher?
1) Safety
2) Productivity
3) Peace of mind

How often do you use your Vulcher? Every day
What features do you use the most? The availity to close or open the shut to any position needed
depending on the situation.
Your view of where this technology fits into the future of this industry-Great technology will have a
positive effect if people would apply it. Lower Insurance cost and more productivity.
Are operating costs of your business important to you? Very!!!
If this was original equipment on a mower you were considering to purchase, would it help you decide?
Yes
How long have you used Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher? 10 Do they live up to their claims? Yes
Would you recommend our product to others? Definitely, I would not operate any of my mowers if out
the Vulcher, if you try it you’ll see why.

Customer Testimonial
Name/Business/Title
Tim Carter, Owner/ Carters Lawn Care/
Address: 3963 Bainbridge Dr. /Cincinnati, OH 45241
Size of company/what type of mowers do you currently use, and how many? Small co. three machines
along with two Vulcher’s. Third machine is a Toro with stamped deck, he has a Vulcher for it but it won’t
work on a stamped deck.
Years in business, 25
Permission to use as testimonial. Yes
What is your opinion of the Vulcher? How many Vulcher’s do you use, decent product, 2 units.
What models do you use? One manual and one remote unit
Why do you use the Vulcher? Safety and leaves
Describe how you use the Vulcher? Most of the time keeping leaves and debris out of mulched beds,
whenever I am around people.
What features appeals to you the most about Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher?
1) Safety/ before the Vulcher I had an incident that was a 5 thousand dollar insurance claim. A rock
bounced of a door and put the window out of a 3 week old new car.
2) Leaves
3) The fact that you can move it up and down to mow different conditions.
How often do you use your Vulcher? Most of the time/ what features do you use the most? The
versatility of being able to adjust to conditions.
Your view of where this technology fits into the future of this industry. Very important
Are operating costs of your business important to you? Yes and the Vulcher help to keep cost in line.
If this was original equipment on a mower you were considering to purchase, would it help you decide?
Absolutely
How long have you used Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher? 5 years Do they live up to their claims? Yes
Would you recommend our product to others? Yes and I do.

Customer Testimonial
Name/Business/Title Doug Knott Knott’s Land Care, LLC Owner
Address

26F Columbia Circle Merrimack, NH

Size of company/what type of mowers do you currently use, and how many? Small Company Hustler
Mowers – walk behinds & ZTR’s
Years in business six
Permission to use as testimonial. yes
What is your opinion of the Vulcher. The Vulcher is a great way to save labor and increase safety
How many Vulcher’s do you use? Three
What models do you use?
Why do you use the Vulcher? I like the labor savings, the turf benefits, and the increased safety
Describe how you use the Vulcher? We use it as the normal part of cutting grass. Instead of bagging, we
mulch the clippings providing a better service to our clients while reducing labor and opportunities for
back injuries.
What features appeals to you the most about Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher?
1) Labor Savings
2) Recycling of clippings
3) Manicured finish to lawn
How often do you use your Vulcher? What features do you use the most? All season long. Clipping
mulching
Your view of where this technology fits into the future of this industry With the drive to make
everything “green” this tool can help a company show it uses “green” technology and engages in
“green” practices
Are operating costs of your business important to you? Yes
If this was original equipment on a mower you were considering to purchase, would it help you decide?
Yes, as long as the mowing manufacturer did not make a ridiculous price increase as a result of the
vulcher being in place.

How long have you used Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher? Do they live up to their claims? Two seasons.
Generally.
Would you recommend our product to others? Only if they are not my competition!

Customer Testimonial
Name/Business/Title Dwaine Bartlett/ Bartlett Lawn Service
Address 6226 Bennett Lake Rd. Fenton, MI 40430 OH. 810.275.4241
Size of company/what type of mowers do you currently use, and how many? Small 3 mowers, John
Deere 797 ZTR, John Deere 717A ZTR, Exmark 60” 34 hp ZTR.
Years in business? 30 years
Permission to use as testimonial. Yes
What is your opinion of the Vulcher. Outstanding job, very efficient,saves a lot of time because you can
get the job done with a single cut. Eliminates grass from flower beds and walkways. Does a very good
job for fall and spring cleanups because we get a lot of leaves. The Vulcher does an excellent job with
leaves, it turns them to dust. Even in situations where leaves a up to 6” deep.
How many Vulcher’s do you use? Three units. All mowers.
What models do you use? Remote models.
Why do you use the Vulcher? Makes the job quicker, saving time and labor
Describe how you use the Vulcher?
What features appeals to you the most about Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher?
1) Fall and spring clean ups.
2) Being able to make a single cut/ keeping grass out of beds or areas where you don’t want it.
3) Safety

How often do you use your Vulcher? Always What features do you use the most? The ability to open
and close them making them versatile
Your view of where this technology fits into the future of this industry. When I get a new mower we will
definitely get a new Vulcher.
Are operating costs of your business important to you? Yes, Vulcher saves me time and money, it
definetley helps me make more money.
If this was original equipment on a mower you were considering to purchase, would it help you decide?
Yes.

How long have you used Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher? 5 years Do they live up to their claims? Yes it
is a very good company to deal with. They always answer my questions. The Vulcher does live up to
what they say they can do in Michigan.
Would you recommend our product to others? Absolutely Yes.

Customer Testimonial
Name/Business/Title Drew Tommlinson, Lawnscape LTD.
Address: 3922 McAlevy’s Faurt Rd
Size of company/what type of mowers do you currently use, and how many? 8 mowers/ all steiners
Years in business 30
Permission to use as testimonial. Yes
What is your opinion of the Vulcher? It solves problems and they work. How many Vulcher’s do you use?
We use 8 remote models.
What models do you use?
Why do you use the Vulcher? Keep grass out of bed and off hard surfaces.
Describe how you use the Vulcher? Some of the time, we leave our chutes open when in large field
areas.
What features appeals to you the most about Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher?
1) Labor saving
2) Safety, but not the main reason that we purchased them.
3) Versatility
How often do you use your Vulcher? Some of the time. What features do you use the most?
Your view of where this technology fits into the future of this industry. Vulcher is leading the pack,
extremely important.
Are operating costs of your business important to you? Yes, Vulcher recoups the money spent on it in a
very short time,
If this was original equipment on a mower you were considering to purchase, would it help you decide?
Absolutely!
How long have you used Vulcher 2 the Safety Mulcher? 5 years. Do they live up to their claims? Yes
Would you recommend our product to others? Absolutely

